GreenTime GT115 Ride-on scrubber-dryer

TECHNICAL DATA
Scrubbing width
Squeegee width
No of brushes
No.
Solution tank capacity
Recovery tank capacity
Battery power supply

mm.
mm.
l.
l.

Empty weight without batt.
Length
Width
Height

kg
mm.
mm.
mm.

GT 115
B70

GT 115
B85

700
850
2 (disc)
90
100
24 V
265Ah
222
1500
785
1285

850
1010
2 (disc)
90
100
24 V
265Ah
235
1500
900
1285
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GT115

Great productivity (1)

Huge tank capacity in minimum
external space

Unique in its category with an
85 cm brush deck

Recovery

Solution

90－100 litre capacity tanks make this model very
unique in its category

Less time required to scrub surfaces

Extensive running time

L 54 cm
W 40 cm
H 32 cm

Extremely large battery compartment allows
batteries of up to 265 Ah (4h running time)
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GT115

Great productivity (2)

EASE DOSE SYSTEM(optional)
The EASE-DOSE system allows the use of chemicals separate from the clean water tank in order to optimise the
machine in scrubbing effect and limit chemical consumption.
+/The system is controlled by a micro-processor that allows various uses ：
DISPLAY
LED

EASE DOSE

- DILUTION RATE: 1:12
- DILUTION RATE : 1:32
- DILUTION RATE : 1:64

Brush

- DILUTION RATE : 1:128

The system is easy to program:

4 litre chemical (commercial) tank can be
installed under the operators seat

GT115

1)

To enter EASE DOSE setting mode, Keep the EASE DOSE button
press until " CHEMICAL DOSE 1:XXX" on the display.

2)

Using the “+” and “-” buttons (fig. A, ref. 2) to select the dilution
rate: “from 1:128 to 1: 12”

3)

Save the parameter and quit the setting menu by pressing and hold
the EASE DOSE button (fig. A, ref. 3).

4)

To start the EASE DOSE SYSTEM, Press the EASE DOSE button
(fig. A, ref. 3) and the LED comes on

5)

To stop the EASE DOSE SYSTEM, Press again the EASE DOSE
button (fig. A, ref. 3) and the LED off, the EASE DOSE function
3
stop.

Great productivity (3)

Solution control with automatic
stop

Maximum speed setting adjustment

Saves water and save chemicals. Solution flow
stops and starts upon traction pedal command.

Brush control with automatic
delayed stop

Potentiometer on dashboard allows the maximum
speed setting to ensure best work productivity with
less foot angle fatigue.
Saves brush wear and protects delicate surfaces. Brush
rotation stops (4 sec delay) and starts upon traction
pedal command.
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GT115

High performance (1)

SLS (Self Levelling System)
Constant brush pressure control

High quality and performance
vacuum motor

Constant brush pressure with immediate spring reaction.
Avoids also excessive brush and actuator wear. Variable
pressure adjustment at all times whilst working

CFS (Center Flow System)
Ametek 3 stage vacuum motor. Easily removed by 3
bolts and an electric quick disconnection plug.
Delayed 7 second vacuum switch off to allow vacuum
of water left in hose between tank and squeegee.
Vacuum air outlet discharged under machine
Central solution outlet on the brush ensures the entire
use of the brush and does not waste water and detergent

GT115
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High performance (2)

Excellent water flow into tank

Maximum vacuum seal in
recovery tank

Limited gasket length (on lid) assures best vacuum
sealing throughout the life of the machine

Short vacuum hose to gain maximum
vacuum results from motor

120 cm length (70 the
hose) from squeegee to
tank entrance
Dirty water shoots up directly from the squeegee, passes a curve
made on the hood.
The passage slows the water that then falls into the tank in the
furthest point the vacuum inlet is positioned.
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GT115

Ergonomics, user friendly (1)

Great manoeuvrability thanks to
an optimum weight distribution

Designed for maximum comfort

28 cm height
back rest

Battery

Easy to steer thanks to the design of the water tanks
and battery compartment

Comfortable seating, and adjustable steering. Operator
can step on machine from both sides

Great visibility whilst working
Ergonomic traction pedal

Rounded front part of the machine and off
set brush allows maximum working visibility

GT115

Unique pedal for forward and reverse speed
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Ergonomics, user friendly (2)

Easy to use control panel
LED

Solution adjustment

Brush pressure

Brush connection/
dis-connection

Brush

EASE DOSE
SYSTEM

Maximum transfer
speed adjustment

Vacuum
motor

Forward/reverse

Lamp indicates
when recovery
tank is full

Horn
Emergency

Lamp indicates
solution in reserve

Main switch
Function
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GT115

Ergonomics, user friendly (3)

Solution and recovery tank
level indicator

Automatic stop (by command
release) in working mode

Right lamp together with beeper
indicates when recovery tank is full
whilst vacuum fan is automatically
switched off.

Brushes
Solution
Vacuum
Traction

Left lamp indicates solution reserve and
beeper warns that there is around 2
minutes solution left

Avoids having to stop and start the machine. All
functions stop and start upon traction pedal command.

Battery level indicator

Designed to assure minimum
noise levels

The battery is protected as follows:
Green = Sufficient charge
Yellow = (22,5V) Display indicates battery to be charged.
Red = (20,5V acid / 21,5V Gl) All functions stop except traction
Insulated vacuum unit. 68 db(A) from 1,5 metre distance

Red flashing = (18V) Machine stops also traction in order to
protect battery

GT115
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Ergonomics, user friendly (4)

Automatic slowing system whilst
turning

Large recovery tank discharge
hose

Automatic slowing device assures maximum safety
whilst turning even with traction pedal in maximum
speed. Speed can be programmed. 60% maximum
speed as standard.

60 mm. diameter, 1 mt length hose with flow adjustment
system. Possible to discharge up to 40 cm height

Easy to understand compartments

Recovery tank can be tilted

Charging plug
Solution tank
entrance

Just lift the seat
Easy to rinse and clean thanks also to smooth internal finishes

Chemical tank
compartment

On board charger
cable compartment
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GT115

Ergonomics, user friendly (5)

On board charger can
be fitted as optional

External battery charge plug

Just raise seat and plug is immediately reached.
Once plug is inserted, machine is automatically cut off
Cable compartment under seat

Flashing beacon (optional)

Acid or Gel charge
selection switch
Equipped with digital display that indicates
state of charging.

GT115

Maximum visibility and safety
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Low maintenance costs (1)

Filter for maximum solution tank
and circuit protection

Easy to reach and clean. Equipped with valve
to close solution prior to valve

AFS (Anti Foam System)

Vacuum point positioned in the highest possible part of
the machine.

Brush replacement without tools

Automatic brush connection and disconnection

Self adjusting side rubbers

Self adjusting side rubbers

Filter included for maximum vacuum motor protection
Sensor automatically turns off vacuum when recovery
level is full
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GT115

Low maintenance costs (2)

Automatic squeegee lift in reverse

Squeegee blade can be used on
4 sides before replacement

Quick in its function, avoids squeegee blade damage

Squeegee assembly and blades
replacement without tools

Maximum wear life is obtained
Squeegee pressure
adjustment (two wheels)

Squeegee angle adjustment
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GT115

Low maintenance costs (3)

Easy access to internal
components

Simple to tilt entire tank body
Unscrew bolt to tilt
recovery tank sideways

3 bolts to remove
vacuum fan

Squeegee hose
removal without tools

Easy electro valve inspection
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GT115

Low maintenance costs (4)

Easy access to internal
components

Battery tray removable
without tools

Brush motor carbon brushes
replaced without tools

Brush head easy to dismantle

Easy to reach squeegee lifting actuator.
Straight cable to squeegee

GT115

All major electrical areas quickly
disconnectable by water proof plugs
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Low maintenance costs (5)

Easy access to internal
components

Clean and simple
p electric circuit that
operates (through relais switches) all high
amp functions on the machine.
Fuses simply seen on the left hand side

Electronic card operates only under low
amp with draw to operate all automised
systems on the machine
machine.
Dash board has extra length wiring to easily
withdraw from housing.
Traction drive (Curtis) elctronic card separate
from all other machine functions.

All compartments well protected against water
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GT115

Low maintenance costs (6)

Easy access to internal
components

Short hose passages with less
curves as possible

No tool tank hood rubber replacement
Only curve on siphon, needed to avoid drops of water
falling on the ground when vacuum is turned off.
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GT115

Robust construction (1)

Tanks and surrounding body in
high density polyurethane

Thick material mouldings

Brush head designed to absorb
harsh impact

Oil bath reduction gear box

Independent brush motors with soft start system
for maximum motor protection
All motors on the machine are equipped with
gradual start that allow carbon brush life up to
2000 hours, against traditional on-off systems
that allow maximum 700 hours.

Large 10 cm roller wheels for maximum protection
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GT115

Robust construction (2)

Squeegee system designed to absorb harsh impact

Maximum squeegee support movement and large
rollers for maximum squeegee protection

Squeegee also protected against vertical impact
thanks to 2 springs that are connected to the actuator
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GT115

Robust construction (3)

Heavy duty front traction wheel with
electro brake incorporated

Panel control switches protected
against water and humidity

Solution tank discharge point
Large wheels
Front

Rear

Discharge point on rear end angle of the machine
25 cm and 30 cm diameter non marking tyres
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GT115

Available accessories

On board battery
charger

EASE DOSE
SYSTEM
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